Jeep 2004 wrangler

One of the most coveted Jeeps of all time is a relatively low-volume, stretched version of the
regular to generation Jeep Wrangler. To find out why, I dug through lots of literature and
interviewed owners and off-road experts. What I learned is that the first-ever extended Wrangler
offered a blend of on-road versatility and off-road capability unmatched by any body-on-frame
vehicle in the history of Jeep. The company could probably never have guessed at that time that
this new stretched Wrangler wouldâ€”despite rather modest salesâ€”later become the holy grail
of Jeeps for many diehards. The concept of taking a short Jeep and offering a stretched model
is a bit of a tradition. And the CJ-8 is just a CJ-7 with an even longer wheelbase and rear
overhang. In the case of the new-for Wrangler Unlimited, Jeep added 15 inches of length to its
stubby TJ Wrangler, 10 inches of which were in the wheelbase, and the rest of which made up
the rear overhang. We set out to create a longer wheelbase Wrangler that could give those
customers what they really wanted, while maintaining the true fun and freedom of the original
Jeep Wrangler. The standard Wrangler was only rated to tow 2, pounds, but the
Unlimitedâ€”presumably due to the added stability resulting from its longer wheelbase and
higher weightâ€”could yank nearly twice that at 3, That vehicle took the Wrangler from niche
into the daily-drivable mainstream, and incredible production volumes prove that the move
worked quite well. Much Smaller Dimensions Than the Four-Door As a general rule, when it
comes to off-roading, small and lightweight is a recipe for success. Hop onto YouTube, and it
will take no time to find a jacked-up short-wheelbase Jeep Wrangler doing a backflip as it
attempts to climb a slope. Just look at this:. In order to get the ground clearance they want,
owners lift their Jeeps and install inch or larger tires. As with a drag car, if you increase the
wheelbase, you reduce load transfer, and the normal force at the rear contact patch has a larger
moment arm about the center of gravity, and is thus better able to counteract the moment
created by the thrust vector between the tire and the ground, helping to avoid flipping. Similarly,
if you decrease the vehicle ride height and thus drop the center of gravity, the thrust between
the ground and the tire has a smaller moment arm to cause the vehicle to rotate about its Cg. So
a low vehicle with and long wheelbase is key to climbing steep grades and avoiding flipping.
The Jeep will fall backwards. With a longer wheelbase, the center of gravity is farther forward
relative to the rear contact patch, and a larger incline angle is needed before such a tip
condition occurs. Backflip-avoidance is a major benefit of the TJ Unlimited over the smaller TJ,
but, relatedly, so is traction up inclines. Part of that, I bet, has to do with a higher likelihood that
the front and rear axles experience disparate grip levels at a given time. In that case, all four
tires will have to deal with the slick terrain, and the vehicle may not make it up. But if the
wheelbase is longer than the slick section, two tires will struggle on the slick surface, while two
with grip yank the vehicle up the obstacle. Thus, the angle of the incline, and thus the load
transfer to the rear tires, has been effectively reduced. Thus, the net grip decreases. Even the
base Jeep Wrangler LJ came with a Dana 30 front axle, limited slip differential-equipped Dana 44
rear axle not the much-maligned, highly breakable Dana 35 found on the standard Wrangler ,
and short 3. The base transmission was a 42RLE four-speed slushbox, which seems to be
regarded as just fine, though in came the NSG , a Daimler-sourced six-speed that gained its
notoriety as the decently beefy but unrefined transmission standard in the heavier JK Wrangler
four-door. On top of all that, under the hood was the unkillable, torquey horsepower, lb-ft 4.
First I talked with my buddy Steve, who has taken his off-roading to Moab and also drives it
daily. Continuing the discussion on daily-drivability, Steve mentioned how he was able to fit a
bunch of shelves in the back of his LJ. While that may seem like a hefty sum, LJsâ€”even rough
onesâ€”are still damn expensive today. Tech Editor, Jalopnik. Owner of far too many Jeeps.
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Subscribe. Introduced in as a model, the TJ reintroduced the circular headlights the classic
Jeep models had been known for. For the model year, the long-wheelbase Unlimited model was
introduced. From to , designers worked at the new Chrysler Technical Center , building on
various design proposals. In May , now with engineering and supplier input, Santoro's final
Wrangler production design was frozen at 32 months ahead of initial assembly. Verification
prototypes using production bodies were built from early and tested through late As YJ
production ceased in December , the last pre-production TJ examples were assembled, with
start of series of production in January Unveiled on January 2, , at the Detroit Auto Show as an
early model year introduction model year skipped , the TJ was an evolutionary update. It later
arrived in Jeep showrooms in April , after 6 years of overall investment and 36 month
production development phase. Instead of leaf springs , this updated Wrangler featured a

modern coil-spring suspension, front and rear, based on that of the Jeep Grand Cherokee , for
better ride and handling, and a return to the classic CJ's round headlamps. The engine is the
same 4. The 2. In MY , the fuel tank became standard at 19 U. There were some changes
between the and years. From to , the side door mirrors were black metal framed mirrors; and
from to they were plastic molded mirrors. The fit of hard and soft tops is slightly different, and
the fabric and colors available changed from to In MY , the 3-speed automatic transmission was
replaced with a 4-speed automatic with overdrive. The overdrive can be turned off with a dash
switch. The radio bezels went from a rectangle in to a rounded-edged rectangle for The sound
bar inside was changed to sound pods. The interior seats also changed design, going from a
rounder model to one with a distinct separation between back and headrest areas. The standard
skid plate was also revised for to make room for the Rubicon's bigger NVOR transfer case. This
version of the Wrangler is also notable for being the last production vehicle to use AMC -related
parts. A right hand drive version of the TJ was available for export markets, and was also
offered for sale to U. The version offered to U. The longer frame has one extra crossmember and
overall, the Unlimited is some 15 inches longer than a standard TJ, offering 2 inches more
rear-seat legroom, and 13 inches more cargo space length. Starting in , Automotive Industries
Ltd. AIL , an Israeli automaker and major supplier of the Israeli Security Forces , began delivery
of their 2nd generation of "Storm" military jeeps, manufactured under licence from Chrysler, to
the Israel Defense Forces. The new model incorporated a number of significant changes â€”
both in regard to its predecessor, as well as compared to its Wrangler basis. Perhaps the most
obvious change is the addition of dual passenger doors, making the Storm II the first five-door
Jeep Wrangler derivative. Jeep Wrangler TJ uses a recirculating ball -type steering gear. For the
model year , the Jeep Wrangler TJ received a mid-cycle restyling. On the exterior, there were
new wheel designs to choose from, as well as new exterior decals. Under the hood, a new 2. A
new off-road focused Rubicon model was introduced, The Ultradrive 42RLE automatic
transmission became the sole automatic transmission regardless of engine choice. On the
interior, a new steering wheel derived from the Jeep Grand Cherokee WJ was added, and
interior switch gear was also revised. A standard four-speaker audio system and optional
seven-speaker premium audio system with a front center console-mounted subwoofer and
amplifier were both available. Sirius Satellite Radio became available for the first time on the
Wrangler. The seats were redesigned with new fabrics and improved comfort. The key was also
redesigned with a new round head. The 4. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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truth to both assessments, but in reality the Wrangler is simply another member of the lineage
that started when the first so-called Jeep vehicles, which were built by entities as varied as Ford
and Willys, bounced the Allies to victory across war-torn Europe and the Pacific islands in the s.
This is how it happened. That's General Dwight D. You cannot begin to discuss the

Wranglerâ€”or the Jeep brand, for that matterâ€”without first outlining the original Willys Jeep,
the foundation upon which the entire Jeep world was built. Arriving 46 years before the
Wrangler, the Willys laid the groundwork for both the future Jeep 4x4 and the Jeep brand overall
as a symbol of American ingenuity, manufacturing might, and as the plucky and endearing little
vehicle that helped the good guys win World War II. After the war, Willys trademarked the Jeep
name and reconfigured the vehicle for civilian use. The military Jeep featured nine grille slots.
The somewhat awkward CJ-6, pictured here, neatly previewed the two-door Wrangler Unlimited
sold between and This image became far more popular in the late s and throughout the s, as
Americans smitten by 4x4s begin adopting them as everyday vehicles. So what compelled Jeep
to do it? After the second oil crisis in , Americans increasingly turned to lighter, more efficient
4x4s. Keep in mind, the J-series pickup is, at this time, still on saleâ€”having originally hit the
scene in Enter the XJ-generation Cherokee, introduced in with a lightweight unitized body, a
more sophisticated four-link suspension design, and much-improved fuel economy. The Dana
axles came from the CJ but were leaf-sprung as opposed to coil-sprung, as they are on the
Cherokee. It was the most popular by far. Before officially affixing the Wrangler name to its new
four-by-four, Jeep first gets an OK from Goodyearâ€”which sells a line of Wrangler all-terrain
tiresâ€”to use the Wrangler name. The lawsuit would be dropped after a later owner of Wrangler
jeans found it frivolous. The Wrangler came to market in the summer of as a model riding
onâ€”you guessed itâ€”Goodyear Wrangler tires. Buyers could choose from a base model,
mid-level Laredo, or top-spec Sahara, with either a hp fuel-injected 2. Output jumped to
horsepower and torque rose to lb-ft. The same year, Jeep also revealed the Wrangler Renegade,
a curious aside in Wrangler history. It came with body-color fender extensions and special
faired-in bodywork to wrap around 9. The Renegade would last until , fading out one year after
Jeep killed the Islander. Catching up with the times, almost, Jeep first offered anti-lock brakes
to Wrangler customers in One year after its anti-lock brake revelation, Jeep introduced another
Wrangler first: an optional automatic transmission on four-cylinder models. It was still the same
ancient Chrysler three-speed unit carried over from the CJ, but hey, it counts. Six-cylinder
Wranglers had been available with automatic transmissions from the get-go. Production of the
Wrangler continued in earnest even as the YJ model was set to be replaced by the newer TJ in
Every body panel save for the doors and tailgate was new, and the body itself enjoyed a percent
increase in torsional stiffness. The frame, too, was 15 percent stiffer, for an overall increase of
about 33 percent. For comparison, the new Toyota Prius cuts through the air with a 0. Although
slightly more modern in appearance, the TJ retained manual steering on the base SE
modelâ€”the Sport and Sahara variants had standard power steeringâ€”and the optional
automatic transmission remained a three-speed. The TJ Wrangler soldiered on through , , , , and
with almost no changes of note. That same year, the 2. Of far greater note in , Jeep introduced
the Wrangler Rubicon, a new trim level geared toward hard-core off-roaders. The Rubicon came
standard with locking front and rear differentials, a low-range gear ratio, four-wheel disc brakes,
and inch all-terrain tires. In fact, rear-seat legroom increased by less than two inches, while the
cargo area was 13 inches longer. Additional sound deadening and the longer wheelbase help
imbue the Unlimited with slightly more refinement barely, as we found in our review and upped
its tow rating to pounds from just The hp 4. The third-generation Wrangler, the JK, arrived.
Compared with its TJ predecessor, the two-door JK measured 5. The JK was released mere
months before gas prices skyrocketedâ€”and about a year before the U. Nonetheless, the
bigger Jeep proves every bit as popular as the TJ it replaced, even with its standard and thirsty
six-cylinder engine. Replacing the old AMC 4. As we found in our original review , it was still
better off-pavement than on it. Classic Wrangler features such as the fold-down windshield,
removable doors, and roll bar were retained. For the first time, the windshield glass was subtly
curved to give air smacking it a somewhat smoother escape. Five model years after the JK went
on sale, Jeep yanked the old-timey 3. This marked the first engine ever that was of its time at the
time of its fitment in the Wrangler. Output jumped substantially to horsepower and lb-ft of
torque. Another first? The Wrangler equipped with the Pentastar could almost be described as
quick. At the same time, the engine was given a newer five-speed automatic in place of the 3.
Fuel economy rose by 1 mpg all around. This improvement also marked the last big update to
the JK before we see the all-new fourth-generation Wrangler in New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great price, nice trade in
value for the old car, pre-qualification speeds up the process, love the vehicle. Really a nice
dealer, showed me the car I came in to see. He went ahead to show me other options and
recommended i check their website as they are expecting a new inventory. I will keep in touch.
Great buying experience, Salesperson Mona Rivera was awesome!!! Will recommend this
dealership! Of all the dealerships we went to or contacted only Avis honor the advertised price.
So go to Avis. Quick response, accurate description of vehicle. Liked it so much we took it
home! Very unkind and did not show the car well, asked to check credit first This is a place you
should never never go to Even a star is a waste. Found this car on line, called the salesman
many times. Had to see this vehicle. I drove almost miles to the dealership and bought it. This
was the freindlieist deale I ever did business with, I bought the vehicle and am very happy with
it. Keep up the good customer service and Thank you very much. Blake was my salesperson
and he was very cordial and listened to my concerns. Continued to keep in contact even
afterwards informing me of updates. Malcom, the manager was straight forward in dealing with
me as well. Thanks to Billy I have a new truck. I've dealt with alot of dealers in the past few
weeks but no one gave me the help like these guys did. Thanks again Billy. Went to Avis car
sales and bought this car. Very good dealer and sales person. Car was clean, and ready for me
to drive home. Would recommend this dealership. Designed for ruggedness and flexibility, the
original Jeep was the ultimate off-roader. That defining trait carried forth over the next few
decades, through the Willys Civilian Jeep CJ series of the s and '60s, and the American Motors
versions of the s and '80s. Four-wheel drive remained a constant feature throughout the Jeep's
history, and although various versions have appeared over the years, the current Jeep Wrangler
retains the same basic DNA as its original WWII-era counterpart. The Wrangler made its debut in
as a replacement for the decades-old CJ. Although developed by American Motors, the first
Wranglers were sold by Chrysler, which purchased American Motors in Perhaps to make the
most of the Jeep's iconic status, the automaker put the rugged off-roader at the center of its
own division under the Chrysler umbrella, where it remains today. For the record, Chrysler
officially refers to the Wrangler as a mini sport utility vehicle. All trim levels are available in twoand four-door body styles, with the four-door trims receiving the Unlimited designation. All
two-door trims come equipped with standard four-wheel drive, while four-door trims are
available with either rear- or four-wheel drive. For , Jeep updated the Wrangler's soft-top roof to
make it easier to remove and replace, while for the Wrangler received a minor interior refresh,
with a new dashboard and gauges, as well as larger side pockets in the front doors and a new
steering wheel borrowed from the Grand Cherokee. Outside, power heated mirrors are now
optional. Power for all Wrangler trims comes from a 3. To ensure its rugged nature stays intact,
the Wrangler still comes without power windows, power mirrors, or air conditioning in its base
package. In addition, the front doors remain removable. In recent years, the Wrangler has
struggled to reconcile its past with the present. Long-term aficionados still appreciate the
Wrangler for its rugged nature and off-road capabilities, but many reviewers have faulted the
Wrangler for its on-road performance, calling its ride harsh and noisy. In addition, the absence
of interior comfort and safety features found in most competitors have left many reviewers to
consider the Wrangler a true utility vehicle with a cult-like following, rather than a competent
daily driver. Historically, the Wrangler has changed only incrementally from generation to
generation, and generational refreshes occur only every decade or so, which means the
Wrangler will likely remain in its current form for some time to come. Updates in and addressed
some of the Wrangler's interior comfort and safety issues. However, fuel economy remains an
area for future improvement. While the Willys CJ kept its foot firmly in the military-oriented
off-road segment, and was offered in bare-bones configurations, the Jeep Wrangler was
designed to be more on-road friendly, with the goal of attracting daily drivers. Upon its debut,
the Wrangler featured a slightly wider stance, lower clearance, and a more comfortable interior
than the CJ. It drew most of its exterior styling cues from the CJ as well, although it displayed a
larger windshield, a new grille, and rectangular headlights, which proved somewhat
controversial with aficionados. Internally known as the YJ, which designated the platform upon
which it sat, the Wrangler was initially available as a two-door convertible and a two-door truck.
Power came from a couple of engines, including a hp, 2. The original Wrangler had a wheelbase
of The suspension was primarily borrowed from the CJ, although the Wrangler's suspension
sported wider springs, as well as new trackbars and swaybars, which helped improve stability
and handling. Owners could choose from four transmission options as well as two gas tanks,
including the standard gallon tank and an optional gallon tank, for those who required more fuel
capacity. The Wrangler was originally built in a plant in Brampton, Ontario, Canada, but when
Chrysler closed down the plant in , the automaker moved assembly of the Wrangler to Toledo,
Ohio. In Canada, however, the vehicle was not badged as the Wrangler. Instead, it was rolled

into Chevy's truck lineup. From to , Jeep offered the Wrangler with an optional Islander
package, which included high-back seats, a center console with cupholders, carpeting,
additional body trim, and alloy wheels. A Renegade package, offered from to '94, added a
number of upscale features, such as a leather-wrapped steering wheel, power steering, and
upgraded fabric, as well as unique wheels and tires. In , Jeep offered a new optional hp, 4. The
following year, the automaker added antilock brakes as an option and extended the roll cage to
make room for shoulder belts. In , an automatic transmission joined the options list. Following a
year-long break from production in , the second-generation Jeep Wrangler debuted for the
model year, and many reviewers welcomed the changes. Internally code-named the TJ, the
second-generation Wrangler sat on the same Round headlights replaced the rectangular ones,
and Jeep revised the Wrangler's soft top, so it folded more like a traditional convertible top.
Owners could also opt for an available hard top. Trims for the second generation included the
SE, Sport, and Sahara. Jeep added a new hp, 2. All trims rode on inch wheels and came
equipped with Jeep's Command-Trac four-wheel-drive system. New safety features included
standard dual front airbags, while antilock brakes remained an option. In , a standard gallon gas
tank replaced the and gallon ones. Into the early years of the 21st century, Jeep made a number
of updates to the Wrangler's features and components, including its exterior mirrors, soft and
hard tops, and interior fabrics and colors. In , the automaker added new seats and a new
optional four-speed transmission. Jeep pumped up the Wrangler's off-road capability in with the
introduction of the Wrangler Rubicon, which came equipped with such features as
high-performance Dana 44 axles with locking differentials, a transfer case designed to provide
more power at lower speeds, inch alloy wheels, and large-lugged Goodyear tires. Power came
from the same 4. Ground clearance for the Rubicon measured more than 10 inches, with an
approach angle of 45 degrees. The Rubicon was available in a standard version as well as a
limited-edition Tomb Raider edition, which tied in to the second Tomb Raider movie. Jeep also
unveiled the Wrangler Unlimited in The four-door body sat on a The following year, Jeep
combined the features of the Rubicon and the Unlimited to create the Rubicon Unlimited. That
same year, the automaker also offered a Sahara Edition of the Rubicon Unlimited, which tied in
with the movie of the same name. Unique features for the Sahara Edition included a chrome
grille, premium two-tone seats, and Graphite Moab wheels. Jeep stretched the wheelbase for the
two-door body style by 2 inches, to However, overall length decreased by 2. Two- and four-door
trims were again available, in X, Sahara, and Rubicon trim levels. The third-generation Wrangler
finally broke the mold on the original WWII version, and rolled out of the 20th century and into
the 21st. Power windows were available for the first time, as well as standard electronic stability
control, electronic roll mitigation, antilock brakes, and brake assist. The sole engine became a
hp, 3. Inside, a redesigned instrument panel and new steering wheel were among the updates. In
, Jeep changed the name of the X trim to the Sport, and added two trim packages. The Islander
package built on the entry-level Sport trim by adding larger wheels, unique Islander seats, a
tubular entry sidestep, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel with blue accents. The Mountain
package also included black exterior trim and graphite accents on the dashboard, among other
features. Although beloved by fans, the Jeep Wrangler was often criticized by reviewers for its
many faults. One, in particular, concerned the placement of the fuel tank. In earlier generations,
the tank rode behind the rear axle, perilously close to the rear bumper, which represented a
safety hazard in the minds of some critics. For the third generation, thanks to the Wrangler's
slightly longer wheelbase, Jeep moved the gas tank in front of the rear axle. A stiffer frame and
body, as well as such standard features as electronic stability control and roll mitigation, make
the third-generation Wrangler a safer bet than earlier versions. Prospective buyers who value
safety will therefore want to look at Wranglers built after Reviewers have also complained
numerous times through the years about the difficulty of retracting the Wrangler's soft top. One
reviewer noted a page section in the owner's handbook devoted to the sole topic of lowering
and raising the top. Improvements in and , in particular, were aimed at making the soft top
easier to use. Again, prospective buyers should keep this in mind when evaluating various
versions of the Wrangler. The Wrangler has always been most nimble when it heads off-road,
but those who seek an extreme off-road experience will want to seek out the better-equipped
Rubicon trims, which include a range of upgraded features as well as a higher ground clearance
for ultimate off-road driving. Similarly, the upgraded suspensions for the Wrangler's second and
third generations helped improve a ride many still consider harsh. Finally, exterior aesthetics
make a difference with some buyers. Many decry the rectangular headlights of the first
generation, for instance, and much prefer the round ones, which Jeep reverted to for the second
and third generation. Only minor exterior styling differences and badging, however, distinguish
the various Wrangler generations from each other. CarGurus users can't get enough of Jeep's
go-anywhere Wrangler. Now offered in 4-door Unlimited and brand new Gladiator pickup models

in addition to the original 2-door body style, 4-wheel-drive Jeep Wranglers do a better job
off-roading than just about any other production vehicle offered in North America. Jeep
Wrangler fans appreciate the vehicle to a degree that has spawned an incredibly rich selection
of aftermarket parts and accessories, and because Jeep Wrangler owners tend to love DIY,
many individual examples feature custom parts that may or may not improve their capabilities.
Because the Jeep Wrangler can do so much so well, it holds its value very well, although there
are plenty of examples still on the road that clearly reflect their age and off-road history. Used
Jeep Wrangler for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi
mi mi Nationwide. Find Jeep Wrangler listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Jeep
Dealer. Private Seller: Peter. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Read more. Remember New
Coke? With the r. An upgraded sound system and fresh set of editions to choose from gives the
Wr. Depending on your point of view, a Jeep Wrangler is brilliant or it is ridiculous. This rugged
American icon is built to go just about anywhere at just about any time, and at a surprisingly
affor. Jeep Wrangler Reviews Review. Just couldnt find the exact used vehicle. I wish that I
could expand to a wider area as I am looking for something very specific. For me it is perfect.
Useful and versatile. In addition, the Sahara is a very equipped and very valid model for daily
use and excursions to the mountains. Love this vehicle very good value. Would suggest larger
screen and some more colour in it present is blah. Am very pleased with my purchase. Jeep
dealers in Atlanta GA. Jeep dealers in Chicago IL. Jeep dealers in Dallas TX. Jeep dealers in
Houston TX. Jeep dealers in Los Angeles CA. Jeep dealers in Miami FL. Jeep dealers in New
York NY. Jeep dealers in Philadelphia PA. Jeep dealers in Washington DC. Orders will be
shipped via standard shipping 3 to 15 business days. Only valid on items that have this
message on their item page:. Toggle navigation. Contact Us. Subscribe Get Special Coupons.
Switches Visors. Remote Starts Tuners. Center Caps Tire Covers. Tire Pressure Monitoring
Spare Tires. Hats Jeep Sweatshirts. Shirts Sunglasses. Jeep Jewelry Accessories. Jeep
enthusiasts know all about the "second generations. More than any other Jeep model, the
Wrangler's mobility, flexibility and attitude defines Jeep. Wrangler drivers love the flexibility of
their Jeep. More than any other vehicle on the market - including other Jeep models - the
Wrangler can be customized in so many different ways and becomes the perfect ride for
whatever its driver wants it to be. At Just for Jeeps, we enjoy being a part of that process. We
love your Wrangler almost as much as you do. We're thrilled to see all the different ways people
transform and outfit their Wranglers. That's why we offer a vast array of parts and accessories,
both interior and exterior , from OEM Mopar and other original equipment makers. From factory
replacement parts to new electronics , we have them. Our TJ parts are durable, strong and made
to handle whatever road you're driving - even if it's not a road at all. Our TJ accessories are
authentic and perfectly designed to enhance your Wrangler any way you want it, from a
top-of-the-line security system to a sporty bike rack. Winch Warn Zeon 8-S Premium lb. Winch
Warn Zeon S Premium 10,lb. Winch Warn Zeon S Premium 12,lb. Want to bring your dog with
you? You'll find a collapsible pet kennel in our inventory. Know you'll get messy where you're
going? Our removable seat covers can be cleaned, and our slush mats will handle your dirtiest
boots. Know you'll be driving across trails, fields and other places where no asphalt can be
found? We offer everything from simple brush guards to suspension lift kits, giving your Jeep
valuable extra inches of height. We even carry a full line of spare tire covers for the iconic look
seen by all the drivers behind you. All these original parts will make your Jeep look like it just
drove out of the showroom. But we offer deep discounts that those dealers won't give, meaning
your money buys more of your perfectly equipped Jeep. Your dream Wrangler awaits inside.
Plan your outfit now, and get ready to take your perfect adventure. This generation of Wranglers
is already equipped to handle a range of obstacles - literally. There are a number of things that
the truck can't do, however, and our collection of accessories and parts aims to fix that.
Whether you're looking to tow, carry cargo or want brand-new wheels, you'll find all this and a
whole lot more in our store. Thank you for joining our newsletter! The Jeep Wrangler firmly
maintains its heritage, image and off-road ability while also being more refined, versatile and
feature-laden than previous models. It's slow and loud, handles poorly, gets bad gas mileage,
has crummy interior materials and features doors that provide virtually no crash protection. Oh,
and breaking into the trunk requires nothing more than undoing a zipper. Under normal
methods of evaluation, all these borderline-absurd negatives would seem to add up to a vehicle
barely worthy of cab duty in Bangladesh. And yet the Wrangler is strangely attractive -- so much
so that it's one of the best-selling SUVs on the market. It exists for people who want something
decidedly different -- particularly a macho image and serious rock-crawling capability that few
SUVs still offer in this crossover age. Part of the Wrangler's image comes from features and
attributes that no other vehicle on the market can boast. Some are fanciful -- with considerable

effort, the windshield can be folded forward onto the hood to aid the occasional water buffalo
hunt, perhaps , and the doors can also be removed. Because it looks cool that way. But others,
such as the Quite simply, if the Wrangler can't get you there, you're going to need a Sherpa or a
helicopter. Finally, the Unlimited model is the only four-door convertible on the market. Of
course, that convertible soft top takes two people, several pages of manual reading, some
muscle and practically an engineering degree to raise and lower, but hey, nothing else can do it.
With the optional hard top, the Unlimited's four doors, impressive cargo capacity and relatively
spacious backseat make it the first Wrangler that can be considered practical. If you love the
prototypical Jeep image and capability but need something that can journey to Costco or pick
folks up from the airport, the Unlimited answers the call. Just don't expect anything nearly as
comfortable or quiet as other Jeeps and SUVs. To its benefit, the Jeep Wrangler's character and
heritage haven't been watered down by new creature comforts like power windows, four doors
or a hard-drive-based navigation system. But the Wrangler remains a niche vehicle with major
drawbacks that potential buyers should be aware of. And given that, you might want to also
consider the Toyota FJ Cruiser and Nissan Xterra, as they offer much of the same off-road
capability and macho image without as many compromises. It's offered in three trim levels X,
Sahara and Rubicon and two body styles regular two-door and the extended-wheelbase,
four-door Unlimited. The X comes standard with removable half doors with plastic windows,
while the Sahara and Rubicon come with full doors and glass windows. Customers can opt for
the half doors if they wish on either body style's Rubicon trim and the two-door Sahara. The
basic Wrangler X is very spartan, though a CD player with an auxiliary audio jack is standard.
An optional "C" Package adds air-conditioning, upgraded cloth seats and a full-length center
console. In addition to having many of the Wrangler X's optional features as standard including
the Sunrider top , the Wrangler Sahara also features inch alloy wheels, body-color fenders, a
heavy-duty suspension and upgraded seat fabric. Options for the Sahara include inch alloy
wheels and a navigation system featuring "bread crumb" off-highway tracking. A 20GB hard
drive can also be added to the system to store music and pictures. Lastly, there's the
trail-busting Wrangler Rubicon. This model's equipment level falls in between the X and Sahara,
but features special drivetrain upgrades, an electronically disconnecting stabilizer bar and
special BFGoodrich off-road tires. All Jeep Wranglers are powered by a 3. The engine produces
horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Most Wranglers come with four-wheel-drive, complete
with high and low gears, although the Unlimited can be had with rear-drive only. The Rubicon
trim has heavy-duty axles, a Rock-trac transfer case with extra-low gearing, and electronically
locking front and rear differentials. In testing, we've found that a Wrangler Unlimited takes a
longish 9. Another Wrangler Unlimited we tested did it in a glacial All Wranglers feature antilock
brakes and stability control with a rollover sensor. Front seat side airbags are optional. The
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration gave the Wrangler a perfect five stars in
frontal-impact protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Wrangler its
highest rating of "Good" for frontal impacts; however, without the optional side airbags, the
Wrangler's side-impact crashworthiness was deemed only "Marginal. The Jeep Wrangler,
especially in Rubicon guise, is pretty much unstoppable in off-road situations. This is also true
for the Unlimited, although its size and weight prevent it from being as maneuverable on tight
trails as the two-door model. Although the Wrangler was bred for mountain trails, it is
surprisingly fun to drive around the city. Its steering is light, but provides plenty of feedback
through its excellent thin-rimmed wheel. The V6 engine provides plenty of torque around town,
but it's completely gutless on the highway and when trying to accelerate quickly. The
Wrangler's brakes also leave much to be desired, with long stopping distances. Much like the
rest of the Wrangler, its interior is of the rough-and-tumble variety. Although niceties like power
windows and a navigation system can be added, this is still a vehicle meant to withstand dust,
dirt and muck, and then be easily cleaned. We're not sure if there is a cause and effect
relationship at work here, but plastics are subsequently hard and unwelcoming -- particularly
those that make up the armrests. It's best to throw out any normal interior expectations when
buying a Wrangler, otherwise you may find yourself regretting purchasing something so
spartan. While the two-door Wrangler's backseat can fit only two, the Unlimited has room for
three. The four-door also offers 86 cubic feet of cargo space when the second seats are folded.
With its soft top, however, storing cargo inside the Wrangler can be a risky situation. With
exterior-mounted zippers keeping the plastic rear windows in place, car thieves can access the
cargo area with ease. The only lockable areas in the Wrangler are the glovebox and decently
sized center console. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned

vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Jeep Wrangler. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Jeep lease specials Check out Jeep Wrangler lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Noisy with standard soft top, finicky soft top operation, mediocre acceleration and on-road
handling, no power mirrors, too many hard plastic contact points. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. After setting a
new trail with a complete redesign last year, the Jeep Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited travel
into with only minor equipment changes. These include a standard Sunrider soft top on
Wrangler Sahara and Rubicon models, optional remote ignition and a new Sahara appearance
package for both two- and four-door versions. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I've
had my Jeep since it was new and love it. I see a lot of complaints here about comfort, noise,
ride and acceleration. All I can say is that maybe they thought they were buying an Escalade.
You don't buy a Wrangler for luxury, zero-road-noise, or racing from the light. You buy it to take
on any off-road terrain you throw at it and crawl through the ick that would sink an Escalade to
its axles. You also buy it to pull out the idiots who buy the other "SUVs" and try to drive them
like a Jeep. Maybe you should sell your Jeep to someone who knows what it is and go buy a
quiet, squishy little soccer-parent wagon. Read less. Bought a when it was new, I've had it 3
years and have no complaints yet. I think people seem to be confused about what under
powered is. Its not a power thing its a gear ratio thing, I have a 6 speed Manual, its a Torque
monster. While it may not run 12's in the Quarter mile it will pull a stump out of the ground.
Great Family Vehicle. Love it, nothing like taking the top off for the evening commute, and just
cruise. Smooth ride, good fuel mileage. Get hwy, if you can keep your foot out of it. People
complain that it is sluggish, it is made to get you wherever you want to go, not a hot rod.
Everyone that has taken a closer look and ride, wants one. I will be a Wrangler owner for life. It's
a Jeep thing!! I bought my JK with 58K on it two years ago; I also put the same or more of that
amount on it up to today. Never an issue with the engine except one of the wheel lugnut pins
broke off. Needs a lot of love in gas and oil but it is expected since I drive all over the place. My
mom has a Jeep Renegade Sport Trailhawk and ton of issues with the electronics; she also
claims its a tougher ride then mineand her sound system sucks. She is getting a Wrangler after
her lease is over. You shoud have bought the Jeep fellas! I am tiny 5'2" young female so the
only issue is me climbing into it. Everyone who is complaining about
toyota 1996 camry
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the comfort should stop complaining. Everyone who knew anything about the Jeeps knew it
was not built for the city dwellers. My Jeep goes from snow to sand terrains; hauls ppl and a big
dog; snowboards, skees, and surfboards. And biggest thing of all is the safety! On two different
ocassions two mature drivers decided to rear-ended my Jeep, and both had their cars totaled;
mine had minor scratches on the rear bumper. This should be anyone's priority over the
comfort and speed. Did I mention its cool? You can turn it into anything you want with custom
parts, and Police will smile and thumb-up at you instead of chase you down for looking
street-illegal. Best present my mom could have given me! Go get one! See all reviews of the
Used Jeep Wrangler. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4
average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Wrangler. Sign Up.

